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Spot the Heresy!
These two marines are as different as night and day!
Can you find all the differences between the loyal Astartes and the damned fallen one?

liturgy-libs key
Later in this manual you will find common holy liturgies.
do your best to fill them out correctly without looking first, letting only faith guide your hand.
make sure to show your friendly regimental commissar the results!
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Make your own servitor!
Poor &
Destitute

Lobotomies can be fun! Help this underhiver
become a productive member of society by cutting out
and gluing on more useful parts!

Lacking the
intelligence, influence,
and grace of his
fellow imperials, the
lower spire imperial
seeks salvation
through sacrifice.

Head unit deploys an
array of sensors and
cameras, providing clear
sight in any setting.
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rotor cannon
arm mows down
waves of foes!

Murder
Servitor
combat ready and
bullet proof,
unleash the fury of
the imperium on its
foes!

bolter limb
blows apart any
resistance!

fold along this line

Bottom
courtly
concierge
Stately and well groomed,
the Concierge’s custom
appendages allow him the
opportunity to serve the
most powerful nobles of
the Imperium

tread legs
dominate the
terrain

Top Spire
Chef

well cultivated facial
hair implants.
PErfect poise and wine
pairing sub-routines

Best quality
flavor sensors
possess the best
sense of taste,
literally!

You don’t need the
ability to dream
follow yours! Be
the chef your mother
would have been
proud of, serving high
lords and ladies alike!

Pneumatic
multi-broom
demolishes
all dirt
and grime
that stands
against it
Steady and
deft, providing
grace even on
the rockiest
of voidship
voyages.

Servo limb hoists
and serves cakes
of up to 2 tonnes!
wisk limb is
capable of
speeds up to
homogeneous
extremis.

liturgy-libs!
use the key earlier in this book to fill in our most holy liturgies,
using faith as your guide! Don’t forget, you will be graded!
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VIGILANCE IS VIRTUE
ALWAYS WATCH FOR THE TELLTALE SIGNS OF HERESY!
Have you ever wondered if those around you are heretics? Your friends? Your neighbors?
Your immediate family? Even you? Wonder no more! Simply ask the potential (probable) heretic these
questions, take note of their answers, and tabulate their score using the chart below.
You’ll be rooting out apostates in no time!

1. Uh oh! The psyker in your retinue just sneezed! He looks a little under the weather... How do
you proceed?
a) You’re sure he’s fine. The Emperor Protects even twists like him. (5 points)
b) Deploy standard issue disposable nasal decongestant parchment square and invoke the
Blessing of Sternutation (3 points)
c) He’s likely corrupted by a plague demon: execute and quarantine with extreme prejudice. (2 points)
d) He’s likely corrupted by a plague demon: cleanse the entire immediate area with holy promethium! (1 points)
e) Surely his weak body will soon serve as an open conduit to the warp: Exterminatus is the only choice. (0 points)
2. You’ve come across a bustling Hive World populated by 11 Billion people, but you know 7 of
them are heretics! What do you do?
a) Hunt down the perpetrators and turn them over to the Arbites! (4 points)
b) Work with local Ecclesiarchy priests to convert the unbelievers and return them to the Emperor’s light. (3 points)
c) Only 7?! Nonsense, surely there are more! Interrogate! (2 points)
d) This world is far too tolerant: cleansing a continent or two will teach them to be vigilant against apostates! (1 points)
e) 7 heretics? Absurd. There are more. There are always more. Exterminatus. (0 points)
3. You purge a heretical sorcerer’s lair and discover a tome.
It exudes the taint of warpcraft. It is forbidden to look within its pages, but perhaps its
secrets will aid you in defeating the sorcerer’s allies.
a) Do what must be done to defeat the Emperor’s enemies, no matter the cost to your soul! (5 points)
b) It must be destroyed immediately, and none save yourself must learn of its existence. (4 points)
c) A book?! All books unapproved by the Ecclesiarchy are forbidden! Burn all books in the area
(including the one you’re currently holding) (3 points)
d) You’ve seen too much already! A good old fashioned self-flagellation and mind wipe is in order. (2 points)
e) If this planet is a repository for the blasphemous written word, then it is beyond saving: Exterminatus is the
order of the day. (0 points)
4. Well done, lads! A valiant squad of Imperial Guardsmen have aided you in dispatching a foul
warp beast! But, they’ve seen too much: what will be their fate?
a) Give them all medals and offer your congratulations, they’ve earned the praise! (6 points)
b) Quarantine and mind wipe, immediately! Procedure must be followed. (4 points)
c) They’re stout warriors, to be sure. Recruit them for your retinue and fight on! (2 points)
d) They’ve obviously been tainted: purge them at once! (1 points)
e) They’ve obviously been tainted, and so too the world you fight upon: Exterminatus. (0 points)

Rate Your Heresy!
Add up your points and compare below.
0 points: Your faith is acceptable... for now.
1-10 points: You are a heretic. Report to your local Commissar for immediate rehabilitation.
11-20 points: You are filthy, heretical, recidivist scum. Hand this coloring book over to the nearest Commissar
immediately: it is not for hands as defiled as yours. Then, await your execution.
21+ points: You are a foul, demon worshipping apostate. So besmirched by warp taint, so steeped in heresy are
you, that it is likely this holy coloring book has burst into flame in your very hands. You win this round, heretic.

CADIA STANDS!
News from the front: The Castellan’s Own Cadian 8th
doing what Cadians have done for millennia: holding the line!
Here’s our proud boys in green keeping the enemy off of the Emperor’s land.

Go back to the hole you crawled out of, Abaddon!

